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What j et lag?

   Displaying no ill effects after traveling to Europe and back 

and being away from the races for almost a month, Resolve 

powered down the road to an easy one-length win in the 

$200,000 Arthur J. Cutler Memorial Final for trotters Friday 

(June 24) at the Meadowlands.

   The winner?s last start came in the May 29 Elitlopp at 

Solvalla (Sweden) when the five-year-old son of Muscle 

Hill? Anikawiesahalee finished second to U.S.-bred Nuncio.

   ?The horse was very good,? said winning trainer/driver Ake 

Svanstedt. ?He came back home (from Sweden) and it took 

him two weeks to get back to normal.?

   Too bad for his foes.

Saturday, June 25, 2016

Resolve dominated the $200,000 Cutler Memorial Friday at the Meadowlands in his first    
North American start since traveling to Sweden and back to contest the Elitlopp.

by Dave Little /  Meadowlands Media Relations
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   The last time Resolve raced in North America was May 8 at 

the Meadowlands when he was romping to victory in the 

inaugural $150,000 Mack Lobell Elitlopp Playoff before 

trotting inside a number of pylons and being set back by the 

judges. Still, his performance was impressive enough for 

Elitlopp officials to offer him an invitation to the famed 

Swedish trotting race.

   The even-money favorite in the Cutler, Resolve was sent 

away fast from post seven and had the lead at the quarter 

pole in :27.1.

   Svanstedt did a masterful job of rating the second fraction, 

which was timed in a sleepy :30 as they hit the half in :57.1. 

Obrigado, the 2-1 second choice fresh off wins in the Maxie 

Lee and Hill Memorial, vacated the four hole at the 

seven-sixteenths and grinded his way into contention at 

three-quarters, which went in 1:25.4.

   Then Svanstedt hit the gas and Resolve responded with a 

final quarter of :26.3, leaving Obrigado behind while opening 

up a safe lead. Flanagan Memory, who went a third-over trip, 

closed well through the stretch to end up a no-threat second. 

Obrigado held third. Early-season sensation JL Cruze was 

fourth.

   Resolve trotted the mile in 1:52.2 and paid $4.20 to win for 

owner Hans G Enggren.

   The victory pushed Resolve over $1 million in career 

earnings in North America to go with the more than 

$150,000 he?s earned in Europe.

   It was the 19th edition of the Arthur Cutler Memorial, 

named for the famed New York restaurateur who used to 

own horses with Meadowlands owner Jeff Gural before Gural 

owned the track.

   In 1997, Cutler died in his sleep of a heart attack at age 53. 

About three weeks later, a two-year-old trotting filly Cutler 

owned with Gural and Art Geiger named Cyclone Annie 

pulled off a 9-1 upset in a $100,000 New Jersey Sires Stakes 

final at the Meadowlands. It was the only race Cyclone Annie 

ever won. Many of Cutler?s family and friends were at the 

race that night. ?That was such a weird moment because 

everybody was standing there crying. Everybody was upset, 

but happy. It was just a very powerful moment,? Geiger said a 

few years ago in a feature story in The Canadian Sportsman. 

?From that moment on, (Cutler?s) wife, Alice, and Jeff decided 

to make a race for Arty at the Meadowlands, which is the 

Arthur Cutler. It was a very, very poignant moment in all of 

our lives.?

   Gural helped fund the race. Nearly two decades years later, 

it?s an annual can?t-miss event for Gural, many friends and 

the Cutler family.

? with files from Dave Briggs
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   Dan Gall said the first order of business when he officially 
becomes the president and chief executive officer of 
Standardbred Canada on July 18 is to consult the 
membership and find out where it thinks the organization 
should be heading.

   Standardbred Canada has faced declining membership and 
financial challenges in recent years and is heavily involved 
in a number of areas beyond its core mandate as harness 
racing?s registrar and information keeper in Canada ?  horses 
sales, marketing, media, etc.

   Gall said Thursday, ?everything needs to be reviewed.

   ?Some of the stakes holders I?ve already spoken to have 
intimated to me that we, perhaps, have to reset what we?re 
doing,? he said. ?We have to, perhaps redefine what we?re 
doing. Frankly, I believe that?s why I was selected for the job, 
because I?m great at relationship building. I love leading 
teams and when we get all the facts on the table we can 
make some hard decisions about what the direction is going 
to be. But I have to underline it by saying that it?s going to be 
the customers that need to drive that vision forward for us. I 
won?t be able to determine what that vision is until I have an 
idea from our customers.?

   The day Gall takes his post will mark the first time in a full 
year and a day that Standardbred Canada has had a CEO. 
John Gallinger, the low-profile previous president and CEO, 
resigned July 17, 2015.

   Gall comes to Standardbred Canada after 17 years with the 
Ontario Lottery and Gaming corporation (OLG) as a manager 
of seven different slot machine parlors in the province.

   ?I opened up the Clinton property and then moved up and 
down the highway 401 over the past 17 years and operated 
the biggest racino in the province at Woodbine. I also spent 
some time in Hiawatha, Kawartha in Peterborough.?

   He is leaving his position as the general manager of the 
OLG?s slot operation at The Western Fair District in London to 
take the job with Standardbred Canada.

   Prior to working for the OLG, Gall worked in radio for some 
20 years ?  and has the broadcasting voice to prove it.

   Gall was born in Tillsonburg, ON and occasionally went as 
a boy with his family to Woodstock Raceway and then 
Kawartha Downs when the family moved to Peterborough.

   ?It was a family thing we would do occasionally. It was 
never something that we did all the time. That was my first 
introduction,? Gall said. ?But really it was when I started 
working with the OLG then I became very aware of the 
industry.?

   Gall said the fact his first job with the OLG came at Clinton 
Raceway gave him an invaluable education about horse 
racing courtesy of track general manager Ian Fleming.

   ?I learned so much so quickly through Ian, not only about 
the industry, but more importantly, the passion, the energy, 
the commitment of the people that are working in the horse 
racing industry. It?s unbelievable.

   ?Very early on in Clinton, Ian and I organized a meeting of 
industry leaders both in the racetrack and in OLG to put 
together the very first provincial promotion called See How 
The Other Half Wins. It was an opportunity to display what 
OLG?s product was to the race fans and the race fans? product 
to our customers,? said Gall, who still lives in the Clinton area 

Consensus Bui lder
Dan Gall, the new president and CEO of Standardbred Canada said one of his 

strengths is building relationships. It?s a skill he plans to use to extensively consult 
the membership about the future of the organization.

by Dave Briggs

Dave Briggs

Dan Gal l  (in the grandstand at The Racew ay at The Western Fai r 
District), is leav ing h is posi t ion as the general  manager of  the 
OLG?s slot hal l  at Western Fai r to become the president and CEO of  
Standardbred Canada.
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in the Lake Huron resort town of Bayfield.

   Though some may consider Gall an outsider that worked 
for the same OLG that cancelled the Slots at Racetracks 
Program (SARP) in 2013 causing upheaval in Ontario?s horse 
racing industry, he said he thinks he was hired because he 
has the skills to bring the industry together.

   ?I know it?s been a rough ride in the last few years. It?s been 
a little upheaval in certain areas. However, I think first and 
foremost, is going and understanding and listening to what 
our members are saying and what their expectations are for 
Standardbred Canada. What their wants and needs are and 
the direction in which they would like to take the 
organization. Talking to our industry members, our racing 
fans, is, I think, critical to understanding the great picture,? 
Gall said.

   ?The good news from Standardbred Canada?s perspective 
and my perspective is we?ve got a great team that is 
committed to this sport and committed to the industry. I 
believe we have to have a balance of input from our 
members to ensure we?re delivering on their expectations.?

   Gall has already been working the phones and talking to 
stakeholders. He thinks a trip to western Canada will come 

early in his tenure and hopes to go to the east coast, as well, 
to consult with the membership.

   ?I do need to go into the head office and look at our team, 
talk to them, tap into their energies and their insights of 
where we?re going to go,? he said. ?So, it will evolve with 
regards to the schedule, but I do believe that first year is 
going to be critical in getting out and reaching out to the 
industry and listening to where we should be driving our 
business.?

   He said he also wants to develop a strong working 
relationship with the United States Trotting Association.

   ?Definitely, we need to build the relations. We need to work 
together,? he said. ?The way I look at it, Standardbred Canada 
needs to be the voice of the industry in Canada. The industry 
is the breeders, the owners, the drivers, the trainers. They?re 
the ones that should be having the voice. If I can harness 
that and speak on their behalf of the direction, that?s the 
direction that we need to go.?
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M acDonald, Henry take Ontario; 
advance to Canadian driving 
championship
by Jeff Porchak / Standardbred Canada

   Driver James MacDonald 
had the early winning 
momentum while Trevor 
Henry finished strong to top 
the point standings in the 
Ontario Regional Driving 
Championship and advance 
to the National Driving 
Championship.

   Grand River Raceway in 
Elora, ON played host to the 
nine-race Ontario regional 
event on Friday night (June 
24) and MacDonald was the 
point leader from start to 
finish. The 30-year-old 
resident of Guelph, ON 
opened the competition with 
a victory in the first race 
aboard Twin B Amour 
($12.50) and also earned 
wins with Master Smile ($10) 
in the third leg and Little 
Whiskey Gal ($6.30) in the 
sixth leg. A pair of runner-up 
efforts in two other legs also padded his point total and he 
ended the competition with 78 points.

   "I'm pretty pumped," said MacDonald. "It's an honor just to 
be invited to race with these guys. They're a great bunch of 
drivers and any one of us could have won with the right card, 
the right horses, so I'm pretty happy to be the victor.

   "And I'm really happy Jody didn't win again," joked 
MacDonald, referring to five-time Canadian rep and two-time 
world driving champion Jody Jamieson, who had moved into 
a two-way tie for second-place with Alfie Carroll before 
Henry began his late winning crusade.

   Henry ranked eighth for points before earning back-to-back 
victories in the final two legs with Topanga Canyon ($4.60) 
and Flexie ($7.10). Those victories propelled him to 
second-place in the standings to edge out Jamieson by one 
point (60-59).

   The 45-year-old reinsman from Arthur, ON, who 
represented Canada at the 2013 World Driving 
Championship in France, said he was "ecstatic" to compete in 
the National Driving Championship again.

   The Atlantic Regional Driving Championship will be held 
next at Red Shores Racetrack 
and Casino at Charlottetown 
Driving Park on Saturday 
(June 25), followed by the 
Western Regional at Century 
Downs Racetrack and Casino 
near Calgary on Sunday (June 
26). The Quebec/Eastern 
Ontario Regional will be 
hosted by Hippodrome 3R on 
July 12.

   The top two point-earners 
from each of the four 
regional competitions will 
advance to the National 
Driving Championship on 
Oct. 14 at The Raceway at 
Western Fair District in 
London, ON. The winner of 
the National Driving 
Championship will represent 
Canada in the 2017 World 
Driving Championship, to be 
held in Canada.

OFFICIAL POINT TOTALS

   1. James MacDonald - 78

   2. Trevor Henry - 60

   3. Jody Jamieson - 59

   4. Doug McNair - 57

   5. Alfie Carroll - 55

   6. Billy Davis Jr. - 49

   7. Nick Steward - 47

   8. Paul MacKenzie - 42

   9. Bob McClure - 37

Iron Horse Photo

James M acDonald receives the Ontario Regional  Driv ing 
Championship trophy f rom Grand River Racew ay's Dr. Ted Clark e.
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   The freshman class is prepping for Grand Circuit and Sires 
Stakes action at tracks all over North America. And while 
there is no Muscle Hill or Somebeachsomewhere among the 
purveyors of first-crop trotters and pacers, there are some 
solid prospects that bear watching. In addition to that, there 
are several relocated stallions whose first crops in their new 
locations will come online in 2016.

   Chapter Seven, world champion and 2012 Trotter of the 
Year, is the highest profile first-crop stallion. The diminutive 
son of the ill-fated Windsong?s Legacy, a Triple Crown winner 
and Hall of Fame Immortal, stands in New York for $7,500. 
Blue Chip paid $500,000 for a 20per cent stake in him, giving 
him a valuation of $2.5 million. He set a 1:50.1 world record 
at four and earned almost $2 million.

   Chapter Seven bred 112 mares in 2013, resulting in the 84 
registered foals that make up this year?s crop. Paternal 
brother Lucky Chucky is about to send his third crop to the 
track, and while Dog Gone Lucky and Non Stick have 
impressed, the returns have not been favorable thus far. Let?s 
hope Chapter Seven gets off to a better start in the New York 
Sires Stakes (NYSS). To this point they are showing plenty of 
speed in baby races.

   Archangel made a halting start to his breeding career in 
2013. He was granted a waiver from the Gural Rule for a 
slight breathing issue and was advertised for a $4,000 fee in 
New York. He won a break-plagued Yonkers Trot in world 
record time, as well as the Empire Breeders Classic, and been 
successful in the NYSS, earning about $900,000. A solid colt 
career, but nothing to take your breath away and the 
breeders acted accordingly, sending only 43 mares his way. 
This resulted in the 30 registered foals being introduced in 
2016. Archangel?s daddy, Credit Winner, is still searching for a 
son who will extend him. Crazed, Chocolatier and Here 
Comes Herbie are currently his most prominent sire credits. 
Archangel?s dam, Michelle?s Angel, won the 2007 Casual 
Breeze and his granddam Almost An Angel was the queen of 
her 2YO division in 1991.

   Archangel returned to the track in 2014 where he only won 
two races, but one of them was a world record 1:50 in a 
Cashman elimination. This time he was retired to Ontario 
where he was made to feel wanted, drawing 108 mares. We?ll 
see how that small first crop makes out in the States this 
year.

   Unlike his paternal brother Archangel, Dejarmbro was very 

First Class
Keep an eye out for the progeny of a number of first-crop and relocated 

stallions as they hit a racetrack near year you.
by Joe Fitzgerald

Michael Lisa

Chapter Seven (Tim Tetrick ) is one of  the top stal l ions w i th f i rst-crop progeny hi tt ing the racetrack  th is summer.
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popular in Ohio from day one. He bred 138 mares in each of 
his first two years there and 100 last year. There are 105 
freshmen in this year?s crop, 61 of them colts. He was more 
successful than Archangel was in the NYSS at two as he won 
six legs and the final. Dejarmbro subsequently broke stride 
as the favorite in the Breeders Crown. At three, his claim to 
fame was a dominant win in the Earl Beal where he matched 
the world record for his class.

   Big Rigs, an Andover Hall eight-year-old out of 2002 
O?Brien winner Filly At Bigs, has had fertility issues. He bred 
58 mares in Ohio in 2013, but only got 10 registered foals 
from those pairings. In 2014, he only bred 19 mares and got 
a dozen foals from that; and last year the number bred 
dropped to eight. His fee dropped $1,000 from last year to 
this when he was relocated within Ohio.

   The first crops in new locations of stallions that were 
moved for one reason or another obviously don?t carry the 
same air of mystery as the former group, but sometimes a 
step down in sire stakes affiliation can bring new life to a 
stallion. 

   Art Official, who conquered Somebeachsomewhere in the 
Meadowlands Pace, has been no match for that one in the 
Pennsylvania Sire Stakes. That fact is reflected in his 
bookings, which dropped from 135 to 75 to 47 between 2010 
and 2012. He took up residence in Ohio in 2013 and 
breeders with more modest expectations than the Keystone 
crowd sent 108 mares to him, resulting in the 67 
two-year-olds that will hit the Ohio Sire Stakes this year. The 
fact that his fee dropped from $7,000 to $5,000 when he 
arrived helped his cause. That fee has since decreased to 
$3,000 as his popularity has waned; he bred 72 mares in 
2014 and 47 last year. The Ohio Sires Stakes is much easier 
to navigate than the PASS; we?ll see if Art Official can come 
alive in that more laid back Midwestern environment.

   Crazed, the Credit Winner stallion that gave us JL Cruze and 
Crazy Wow, stood in New York for four years before being 
moved to Pennsylvania in 2013. That crop of 69, derived 
from 108 bookings, will be eligible to the PASS this year.

   Crazed stayed two years in the Keystone State before 
returning to New York in 2015. The trotting division of the 
Pennsylvania Sires Stakes is very competitive, with the likes 
of Cantab Hall, Donato Hanover and Andover Hall, and with 
Muscle Hill joining the fray with a freshman crop next year. 
Tirade Hanover, Gural Hanover Crazy Wow and Crazy About 
Pat have flourished in the NYSS, but New York ain?t 
Pennsylvania.

   Bettor?s Delight, arguably the most productive and 
consistent pacing sire on the planet, was relocated to 
Ontario after 10 years in New York to make room for his little 
brother, Roll With Joe. His single 2015 crop in Ontario 
produced the likes of L A Delight and Betting Line. This 

year?s crop of freshmen, and next as well, will compete in the 
Pennsylvania program. He bred 168 and 169 mares in 2013 
and 2014 in PA, resulting in 126 and 115 registered foals. So 
the money machine will surely make his presence felt in that 
restricted program as well as on the Grand Circuit trail this 
year.

   McArdle, who stood with modest success in Pennsylvania 
for $5000 until 2012, moved to Ohio with a $4,000 fee in 
2013. His first Buckeye crop will emerge this year. He started 
his siring career in New Jersey in 2004. After two years there 
he moved to Pennsylvania for a seven-year stretch. McArdle 
has been very popular in Ohio with bookings of 176, 105 and 
113 mares. There are 97 two-year-olds in his coming out 
crop. One More Laugh, McWicked and Big McDeal are three 
of his top offspring. He should do very well in a smaller pond 
like Ohio.

   After standing seven seasons in New Jersey, Rocknroll 
Hanover was moved across the border to Pennsylvania in 
2013. It was there that he died in March of that year. The 
tricks of the trade allowed 93 mares to be bred to him, 
resulting in 44 registered foals. They will be Pennsylvania 
eligible this year.

   Fifteen-year-old Ponder, who started his siring career in 
Pennsylvania in 2007, is back there and will introduce his 
first Keystone crop this year. He was relocated to Kentucky in 
2008 and spent three years as the dominant stallion in their 
limited sire stakes program, before heading north to Ontario 
for a two-year residency. Numbers have always been the 
issue for the sire of Thinking Out Loud and Bolt The Duer. He 
bred 99 mares in 2007, but has failed to top 76 in the 
ensuing eight years. He averaged 37 registered foals per year 
from his first eight crops. Those numbers have improved at 
Diamond Creek Farm in Pennsylvania. There are 24 colts and 
20 fillies in this year?s crop of PA two-year-olds.

   Deweycheatumnhowe was scheduled to remain in Ontario 
in 2013, but he was moved to New York at the last minute 
after the Slots at Racetracks Program was cancelled. He 
stood two years in Kentucky before moving to Ontario for 
three years. And while he?s never been mistaken for a Grand 
Circuit stallion, Dewey has done very well in the Ontario Sire 
Stakes program. In fact, he bred 134 mares his last year in 
that province. His fee has gradually dropped over the years 
from $20,000 to the current $6,000. Now that some stability 
has been built into the OSS program it?s hard to see what he 
gains from the switch. His current crop of freshmen numbers 
33 colts and 31 fillies.

June 25, 2016
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RM TC task force to study 
Glaucine
by Joe Faraldo

   The New York State Gaming Commission has received at 
least 35 written reports from its own highly-regarded testing 
laboratory regarding positive tests for Glaucine at New York 
State tracks. Other jurisdictions have reported similar 
positives. Not only hasn't the Gaming Commission taken any 
action to call for the return of purse money, much less done 
anything as required by its regulations; now the Commission 
has apparently decided that there is some reason to have the 
Racing Medication and Testing Consortium (RMTC) conduct 
"research" on Glaucine. The drug is manufactured, and 
generally available, outside the United States. This has been 
done despite the (New York) Gaming Commission's research 
lab coming to its own conclusions; something in the past 
always deemed more than satisfactory.

   Meanwhile, with no action taken, positive tests continue to 
be reported in New York and other jurisdictions. 
Presumptively, RMTC will issue a report about this drug at 
some point in time, but more time will obviously pass. One 
has to wonder why this unprecedented action is being done 
via RMTC, and what data is being shared or withheld from 
RMTC?

   RMTC was formed with the intent of developing a 
Controlled Therapeutic Medication Schedule (CTMS) to 
achieve uniformity in the use of therapeutic medications in 
race horses, while preventing medications and drugs from 
unduly influencing the outcome of races. The RMTC does not 
have a very good track record achieving its goals, and its 
scientific work in establishing thresholds has often left much 
to be desired. Dr. Scott Palmer, the New York Gaming 
Commission's Equine Medical Director who sits on the newly 
announced Task Force, certainly knows that to be the case.

   In the past, RMTC sought to provide a guideline to the New 
York Gaming Commission to adopt for all breeds for Flunixin 
(Banamine) and for Clenbuterol for harness horses. The 
recommendations were not only contrary to some of RMTC?s 
own scientific guidelines; its research, such as it is, remains 
hidden under a "confidentiality" agreement which prevents 
RMTC's members from divulging even the research they 
reviewed, much less the scientific basis for their 
determinations of those thresholds. It is, of course, intuitively 
obvious that undisclosed, unpublished research can never 
fail to pass peer review. Had the New York State Gaming 
Commission adopted those RMTC thresholds, New York 

horsemen would have suffered false positives, because the 
RMTC guidelines were, in point of scientific fact, erroneous, 
and later corrected. 

   By way of example, in 2013, RMTC adopted a threshold for 
Xylazine (Rompun) that was too low. That reportedly resulted 
in the disqualification and penalization of over thirty (30) 
horses and trainers. In 2016, after those horsemen were 
penalized, RMTC increased the threshold 20 times higher; 
that did little good for those Florida horsemen who saw a 
spike in drug positives. Florida was one of twenty states 
adopting the much heralded National Uniform Medication 
Program. Uniform rule recommendations not based upon 
scientific fact present a horrible scenario for individual 
horsemen, as well as for the industry. What in God's name 
was the basis for those RMTC recommendations in the first 
instance? Just this year, two more threshold changes 
occurred; one for the analgesic detomidine, the other for 
omeprazole (ulcer medicine). The originally published RMTC 
thresholds were apparently not based on actual science at 
all, tantamount to perhaps being pulled out of a hat and 
conveniently protected under the confidentiality agreement. 

   The confidentiality agreement shielded RMTC from 
scientific scrutiny, the kind to which the New York State 
Gaming Commission laboratory is subjected, as the industry 
bears witness to in contested cases where all underlying 
data is subject to legal and scientific challenge. RMTC, once 
receiving financial support from the USTA, saw that support 
come to an abrupt halt because it ignored the harness 
industry and the apparent failings discovered in push back by 
the SOA of NY. Thankfully, due to that aggressive push back, 
the New York State Gaming Commission did not follow the 
RMTC?s recommendations for Banamine and Clenbuterol 
thresholds. Thus, potentially devastating catastrophes for 
horsemen as a result of ill-conceived guidelines were 
avoided in New York. The Florida thoroughbred horsemen 
did not fare as well, and today the HBPA begs to undo the 
RMTC uniform rule guidelines. 

   Later, RMTC issued a threshold level for Cobalt, which also 
seemed to be out of touch with actual research being 
conducted on the drug. Research principally funded by the 
USTA conducted by Dr. George Maylin, the New York State 
Gaming Commission's equine pharmacologist, as well as 
renowned researchers Dr. Karen Malinowski and Dr. Kenneth 
McKeever of the Equine Science Center at Rutgers University, 
also exhibited clear problems with RMTC's conclusions and 
recommendation in this area.

   After the problematic RMTC litany listed, one would think 
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that Dr. Palmer, the Equine Medical Director, himself not a 
research scientist, would know better than to look to RMTC 
for assistance of any kind on the reported Glaucine positives 
in New York. This is especially so, since the New York State 
Gaming Commission's lab should have, and did give 
consideration to possible environmental contamination in 
the levels reported to be found in both blood and urine. It is 
reported that the New York lab conducted tests to determine 
just how much a horse would need to eat of its own bedding 
to hit the levels allegedly found. Astoundingly, in order to 
achieve these levels, it was scientifically determined that 
anywhere from 3 to 10 quarts of shavings would need to be 
ingested during the relevant time frame. 

   Getting back to the basic problem with the RMTC selection, 
it should be noted that RMTC also developed an 
accreditation process for equine drug testing laboratories. 
Accreditation costs states money in order to meet the 
accreditation protocols; money that could have been better 
spent on research on drugs that heretofore, and still today, 
go undetected. Interestingly, when the Indiana Horse Racing 
Commission sent "audit samples" to a second lab for analysis, 
the second lab found several "positive tests" which were 
missed by RMTC's accredited Truesdail Laboratories, Inc. 

   So what is the reason to have the RMTC Task Force study 
Glaucine? One stated reason is to consider where to assign 
Glaucine in the system of drug classification. Well, if it is a 
bronchial dilator like Albuterol, Clenbuterol, Afrin or 
Fenspiride, which even RMTC calls threats to the integrity of 
racing, one would not need great intuitive powers to group 
the drug in the same class. One has to wonder if the New 
York State Gaming Commission's Equine Medical Director, Dr. 
Palmer, is searching for someone, anyone, to provide the 
Gaming Commission with some rationale for its departure 
from the normal process of, after the horse test clean, return 
of the purse for redistribution and affording the trainer the 
opportunity to present facts proving contamination, if indeed 
that is the case. The industry has now been waiting the six 
(6) months someone predicted this would take and the latter 
two items remain open in spite of New York State Gaming 
Commission regulations. 

   Therefore, one is prompted to ask if something else is 
going on here? Is it the pleading to New York regulators 
from an interested party when these positives first surfaced, 
telling them he was getting "crucified in the press"? Is it the 
fact that levels as high as 11 ng/ml, coupled with the high 
number of positives, is just too much for the industry to 
swallow? With positives allegedly found in many places now, 

the self-serving mantra that some tracks claim, that of being 
the pinnacles of integrity, become indelibly tarnished. In New 
York, no substance, other than listed permissive medications, 
are allowed to be present in a horse's system within seven 
(7) days of racing. Glaucine has a half-life of only six-to-eight 
hours and is not a listed substance. What will the marriage of 
RMTC and Glaucine produce? What is the expected gestation 
period; six, nine or 12 months? Will confidentiality be    
waived?

   It should be remembered that an industry that rightfully 
clamors for the need to detect previously unknown and 
undetectable substances, whose origins are generally in 
foreign countries as Fenspiride and Clenbuteral were years 
ago, must acknowledge that it still wants new substances 
detected. If not, we are wasting a great deal of time and 
effort for naught. 

   In sum, there is no "cover" for lack of integrity, and while 
horsemen do push the envelope as far as they can 
sometimes, neither regulators nor scientists should 
demonstrate anything less than the responsibility accorded 
the roles in which they are vested. Often, however, they seem 
to have difficulties to getting out of their own way. The New 
York reported Cobalt positives, originally meted-out as 
career-ending fines and suspensions, were negotiated out to 
much lesser penalties, but that was not reported. 

   The multitude of horsemen in New York and elsewhere will 
continue to watch this Glaucine saga quite closely, and with 
much scrutiny being given to the process itself, to determine 
if the motive is genuine, or ulterior. The prime open question 
here is: with RMTC's questionable track record and its 
confidentiality requirement, which doesn't lend itself to any 
scientific scrutiny, what is the exercise trying to achieve? 

   Hopefully, for the good of this game, warts and all, the 
RMTC group assembled, was not cherry picked for some 
questionable purpose. The industry deserves the facts based 
upon solid, verifiable scientifically data for the good of all, 
and especially for the good of the game itself.
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Two divisions of NYSS            
Hugh Grant Pace
Friday night Yonkers welcomed the Empire?s glamour 
division in the $167,874 New York Sire Stakes (NYSS) Hugh 
Grant Pace for three-year-old colts and geldings in a pair of 
$83,937 divisions.

   Roll Away Joe (Matt Kakaley, $10.40), won the first division 
from post three (in one notch after a scratch) after stalking 
pace-setting Fine Diamond (George Brennan) through 
intervals of :28.2, :58 and 1:26.1. Joe then ducked inside, 
whipping Fine Diamond by three-quarters of a length in 
1:53.4, with Art Rooney Pace winner Missile J (Jim Morrill Jr.) 
a belated third as the 3-5 favorite, unable to reach from off 
the pace.

   Roll Away Joe, a Roll with Joe? Chatelaine gelding 
co-owned by Steve Demeter, Thomas Lazarro and Howard 
Taylor and trained by Tracy Brainard, is now one-for-nine this 
season. The exacta paid $30.40, with the triple returning 
$72.

   ?He was really good and the trip worked out perfectly," 
Kakaley said.

   Friday?s second NYSS grouping had Brennan and 
pole-sitting Artmagic ($7.60) pop pocket before the half, 
widen the advantage down the backside and hang on for 
dear life.

   Concur (Brent Holland) made the lead before a :28.3 
opening quarter-mile, then Artmagic took it away coming to 
the :58.2 intermission. He had a couple of lengths in and out 
of a 1:26.1 three-quarters and enjoyed an open lead into the 
lane.

   The hooves were getting heavy late in the game, but 
Artmagic found the end zone when he needed it. He held off 
a long-uncovered, just-over-even-money fave Craftship (Scott 
Zeron) by a neck 1:55.1, with Autotune Hanover (Morrill Jr.) 
third.

   The slogging final quarter tightened up the ranks, with the 
five cashers separated by just a length at the line and the 
entire octet by just two-and-a-half lengths.

   For second choice Artmagic, an Art Major? Sammy?s Magic 
Girl gelding trained by Trond Smedshammer for Purple Haze 
Stables, it was his first win in five seasonal starts. The exacta 
paid $22.20, the triple returned $53 and the superfecta 
(Bottom Deals [Brian Sears]) paid $682.

"It wasn?t pretty, but we got the job done," Brennan said.

Impressive efforts in Town Pro 
Series opener
   Lindys Nightmare and Collective Wisdom captured first 
round divisions of the Town Pro Series Friday night (June 24) 
at Mohawk Racetrack.

   The Town Pro Series has been used as a launching pad by 
lightly raced three-year-old pacing fillies over the years and 
after Friday?s first leg it appears the 2016 edition will 
continue that tradition.

   Lindys Nightmare turned in a sizzling 1:50.4 performance 
to capture the first division.

   The Frank Antonacci trainee took over the lead in the 
second-quarter for driver Rick Zeron and reached the half in 
:56.1. Lindys Nightmare paced her third-quarter in :27.4 and 
still had plenty of energy left for the stretch drive.

   The 3-2 favorite rocketed home in :26.4 to draw away from 
her five rivals to score a four-and-three-quarter length 
victory in a career-best 1:50.4.

   Twenty Three Red came from fifth at the three-quarter pole 
to grab second, while Southwind Tango, who followed Lindys 
Nightmare into the stretch, finished third.

   A daughter of Western Terror? Lindys Bandita, Lindys 
Nightmare was making just her fourth career start Friday. 
The Antonacci trainee was unraced at two, made a break in 
her career debut on May 1, but now has three consecutive 
victories.

   Owned by Lindy Farms of Connecticut, Lindys Nightmare 
has now earned $22,000 for her connections. She paid $5.10 
to win.

   Collective Wisdom enjoyed a pocket trip and pounced in 
the lane to score a 1:52 victory in the second division.

   Rocknroll Vision, the 4-5 favorite, went to the front and led 
the field of the five by the opening-quarter in :27. The 
public?s choice went unchallenged through fractions of :56 
and 1:24.

   In the stretch, Collective Wisdom was angled off the back 
of Rocknroll Vision by driver Jonathan Drury and the 7-2 
second choice powered by to win by three-quarters of a 
length in 1:52. Queen Ideal finished third.

   A daughter of American Ideal? Michelle?s Destiny, 
Collective Wisdom now has two wins in five starts this 
season after going winless in four outings at two. The 
Richard Moreau trainee has now banked $22,900 this season 
for her 1187422 Ontario Inc. ownership group.

   Collective Wisdom paid $9.60 to win.

   In order to be eligible to the Town Pro Series, the 
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three-year-old pacing fillies had to be non-winners of 
$30,000 lifetime as of March 31, 2016.

   The second round of the Town Pro will take place next 
Friday (July 1).

? Mark McKelvie / WEG standardbred communications

Layla?s day at Gaitway
   There were a number of stirring performances this week 
when Gaitway Farm held its final round of June qualifiers, 
but the most inspiring had nothing to do with any of the 
horses that went onto the racetrack.

   The day belonged to Layla Mosley.

   Layla, the five-year-old granddaughter of Delaware-based 
trainer Joe Hundertpfund Jr., is battling a rare type of bone 
cancer, Ewing?s Sarcoma. But she was on hand Monday (June 
20) at Gaitway Farm in New Jersey, handing out lemonade to 
fans on a warm morning, to help raise money for the Alex?s 
Lemonade Stand Foundation and childhood cancer research.

   In addition, Monday was the final day of a 50-50 raffle at 
Gaitway to benefit Layla and her parents, Brenda and Keith. 
The fundraiser netted more than $2,600.

   The help of all the horsemen has been unbelievable,? 
Hundertpfund said. ?Everywhere. All the horsemen have been 
so good to us. It?s been helping because my son-in-law has 
been out of work (taking unpaid leave to be with Layla) and 
this is going to be an ongoing battle.?

   Layla was diagnosed with her cancer in early February and 
underwent months of chemotherapy before having surgery 

just several weeks ago at The Children?s Hospital of 
Philadelphia to remove a tumor and parts of three ribs.

   ?The tumor started in her ribs and metastasized to her 
lungs and eventually worked its way out of her back,? 
Hundertpfund said. ?The chemo made the tumor shrink to 
the point where they were able to take it out. Fortunately the 
chemo worked so well there was no sign of any tumors in 
her lungs; they did a biopsy and it came back cancer free.

    ?Now it?s three more months of chemotherapy, a little bit 
of radiation, and then just hope for the best.?

   Layla?s attitude during her fight has inspired all those 
around her. Layla?s favorite response whenever anyone asks 
about her condition is, ?No biggie.? Following her recent 
surgery, she called Hundertpfund and his wife Doreen via 
FaceTime and sang a song about ?kicking cancer?s butt.?

   ?She?s so resilient,? Hundertpfund said. ?She always has a 
positive outlook. She doesn?t feel sorry for herself one bit, 
which I think really helps.?

   To visit Layla?s Facebook page, click here. To make a 
donation, click here for her YouCaring page (which also 
features a short video about Layla) and here for her 
GoFundMe page.

? Ken Weingartner / Harness Racing Communications

Ken Weingartner

Layla M osley and her lemonade stand at Gai tw ay.
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HOOSIER report

Friday's Results:
7, HoP, $20,000, P, **THE BILL THOMPSON** Fillies and Mares-N/W 
4 Ext PM Races or $30,000 Lifetime up to and inc 5/15/16-INDIANA 
SIRED - FINAL (purse reflects $20,000 from SBDF), 27.1, 55.3, 1:24.3, 
1:52.1, FT
1-Endeavors Fantasy (f, 3, Keystone Endeavor--Needlepant, by The 
Panderosa) O-Samuel R & Joanne Samples. B-Samuel R Samples. 
T-Walter Haynes Jr. D-Sam Widger, $10,000, Lifetime Record: 
26-6-5-3, $93,113
2-Ponytail (f, 3, United Ace--Ponytail Kim, by Broadway Express)
O-Emily F Gaskin & Warren R Emery & Gs Racing & Jean B Bryner. 
B-Stanley W Miller. T-Ernest Gaskin. D-Trace Tetrick, $5,000
3-Legal Eye (f, 3, Real Desire--Getting Legal, by Jate Lobell), $3,500 
2014 BHS O-Brad D & Douglas A Bixler. B-Alan D & Patty K Logan. 
T-Gavin Bixler. D-John De Long, $2,000
3-Pretty Real Desire (f, 3, Real Desire--Prettys Sassy Miss, by 
Incredible Finale) O-Burke Racing Stable LLC & Weaver Bruscemi 
LLC. B-Robert S Taylor. T-Ron Burke. D-Tyler Smith, $2,000
Calls: 1H, 1T, 1T, 1H, 1 - Finish Order: Ss Lover, Real Diva, Shirleys 
Dream

To watch the race replay click here

13, HoP, $21,000, P, Fillies and Mares - Invitational PP̀ s drawn by 
groups (5-8), remainder assigned, 25.4, 54.4, 1:23.0, 1:50.3, FT
1-Moremercy Bluechip (m, 4, Rock N Roll Heaven--Mercy Mercy 
Mercy, by Jate Lobell), $80,000 2013 LEX-SEL O-Burke Racing Stable 
LLC & Weaver Bruscemi LLC & Lawrence R Karr & James A Koran. 
B-Perretti Farms. T-Ron Burke. D-Sam Widger, $10,500, Lifetime 
Record: 36-11-3-4, $176,013

2-Rock The Look (m, 4, Rockin Image--Halle Go Lightly, by Pro Bono 
Best), $5,000 2013 IN-PREM O-Suttons Bay Racing & Joseph W 
Putnam. B-Suttons Bay Racing. T-Joe Putnam. D-Tyler Smith, $5,250
3-White Metro (m, 4, Metropolitan--Bye Bye Peachy Pie, by 
Threefold), $2,500 2013 IN-PREM O-Thomas J Pollack & Jeffrey W 
Cullipher. B-Dan E Ater & Larry A Gates & Don E Huddleston. T-Jeff 
Cullipher. D-Jason Dillander, $2,520
Calls: 4, 5T, 5T, 2, 2Q - Finish Order: Wild Wanda, Latenite Rendevous, 
Color's A Virgin, American Girl, Ubettorbeturlife

To watch the race replay click here

M EA DOWLA NDS report

Friday's Results:
7, M, $200,000, T, ARTHUR J. CUTLER MEMORIAL (TVG) FINAL, 27.1, 
57.1, 1:25.4, 1:52.2, FT
1-Resolve (h, 5, Muscle Hill--Anikawiesahalee, by Credit Winner), 
$115,000 2012 SHS-HBG O-Hans G Enggren. B-Michael L Pozefsky 
& Edward W Wilson, CA. T-Ake Svanstedt. D-Ake Svanstedt, $98,000, 
Lifetime Record: 44-11-13-7, $1,173,398

2-Flanagan Memory (h, 6, Kadabra--Classy Stacy, by Yankee Glide)
O-Liette Flanagan, CA & Rene Dion, CA. B-Michel Flanagan, CA. 
T-Rene Dion. D-Brett Miller, $49,000
3-Obrigado (g, 6, Boy Band--Malimony, by Malabar Man) O-Paul 
Kelley Racing Stable & Srf Stable & Linwood M Higgins & Stable 
45. B-Michael D Andrew. T-Paul Kelley. D-Mark Macdonald, $23,520
Calls: 1H, 1Q, 1, 2H, 1 - Finish Order: Jl Cruze, Crazy Wow, Wind Of 
The North, Gural Hanover

To watch the race replay click here

10, M, $25,000, P, Mares Open Handicap, 26.3, 54.1, 1:22.0, 1:49.2, FT

1-Medusa (m, 5, Bettor's Delight--Mythical, by Artsplace), $60,000 
2012 SHS-HBG O-Randall B Bendis & Thomas J Pollack. B-White 
Birch Farm. T-Andrew Federico Jr. D-Brett Miller, $12,500, Lifetime 
Record: 53-20-5-10, $330,442

2-Inittowinafortune (m, 6, Cams Fortune--Cuzurinittowinit, by Ft 
Apache Hanover) O-Michael N Pagonas. B-Jerald A Viviani & Sue E 
Phillips. T-Michael Russo. D-Jim Marohn Jr, $6,250
3-Gweneeee J (m, 4, American Ideal--Shot Togo Bluechip, by Cam's 
Card Shark), $145,000 2013 LEX-SEL O-Kj Stables LLC. B-Blue Chip 
Bloodstock Inc. T-Linda Toscano. D-John Campbell, $3,000
Calls: 1, 1Q, 1H, 1H, NK - Finish Order: Aniston Seelster, Gallie Bythe 
Beach, Totally Rusty, Lovineveryminute

Replay unavailable at time of publication
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M OHA WK  report

Friday'S Results:
9, MOH, $20,000, P, FILLIES &  MARES, 5 YEAR OLDS &  YOUNGER, 
NW 5 RACES OR $70,000 LIFETIME
1-Thisorthat Hanover (b,f,3 -Sportswriter-Transfer Hanover-Cams 
Card Shark) O-Scott Horner B-Hanover Shoe Farms Inc T-Dr Ian 
Moore D-Chris Christoforou, $10,000, Lifetime Record:11-4-2-2, 
$121,900

2-Twin B Thong (b,f,3 - Sportswriter-Beach Bound-Beach Towel)
O-West Wins Stable, Mac Nichol, Steve Calhoun B-Twinbrook 
Limited T-Casie Coleman D-Jonathan Drury
3-Topville Cheetah (b,m,4 - Dali-Topville Celerity-Electric Yankee)
O-Erin McCleary B-Merle Yoder T-Steve LaBonte D-Mario 
Baillargeon

To watch the race replay click here

SCIOTO DOWNSreport

Friday's Results:
6, ScD, $20,000, P, HORSES AND GELDINGS CLAIMING $30,000 
(W/A), 26.1, 55.2, 1:23.1, 1:51.2, FT
1-Just Bettor (g, 6, Bettor's Delight--Just Great, by Dragon Again), 
$50,000 2011 SHS-HBG O-Philippe Belanger & Derek A 
Menchhofer. B-Birnam Wood Farms & Concord Stud Farm LLC. 
T-Philippe Belanger. D-Aaron Merriman, $10,000, Lifetime Record: 
108-20-22-17, $260,681
2-Kyron (g, 8, Million Dollar Cam--Ingrid Bergrin, by 
Grinfromeartoear) O-Andrew J Carlo. B-Joan M & Dr Robert G Boyce, 
CA. T-Aj Carlo. D-Randy Tharps, $5,000
3-L A Camcharger (g, 6, Camluck--Lady Artiscape, by Artiscape) 
O-Mary M Megerle. B-James M & Shelley L Ainsworth, CA & 
Martwest Racing Stable, CA. T-Kayne Kauffman. D-Kayne Kauffman, 
$2,400
Calls: 1, 1Q, 1, 1H, 1T - Finish Order: Dress The Part, Roll'em Up, 
Visible Gold, Masters Champion, Crusoe Hanover, Ilikeitrealhot, This 
Baby Rocks

To watch the race replay click here

7, ScD, $25,000, P, OPEN I POST POSITION 1 ASSIGNED POST 
POSITIONS 2-5 & 10 DRAWN POST POSITIONS 6-9 DRAWN, 26.2, 
53.3, 1:21.3, 1:50.1, FT
1-Gallipolis (h, 4, Real Desire--Ritch Attack, by On The Attack)
O-Gerald R Denney. B-Matthew A Toler. T-Virgil Morgan Jr. D-Josh 
Sutton, $12,500, Lifetime Record: 29-13-4-4, $134,640
2-Rockin Finish (g, 7, Rocknroll Hanover--Please Me Please, by 
Camluck) O-Gerrie S Tucker, CA. B-Lothlorien, CA. T-Tyler George. 
D-Ronnie Wrenn Jr., $6,250

3-Sam Hill (g, 10, Artsplace--Apple Of My Eye, by Armbro 
Mackintosh), $120,000 2007 LEX-SEL O-Don R Tiger. B-Michael 
Bennett Wilt. T-John Sullivan. D-Aaron Merriman, $3,000
Calls: NS, 1, 1, 1H, 2H - Finish Order: Fancy Creek Elusiv, Mystic 
Desire, Lost For Words, Unlocked, My Buddy Ninkster, Odds On 
Equuleus, Dragon's Successor

To watch the race replay click here

YONK ERS report

Friday's Early Results:
2, YR, $15,000, P, THE $60,000 EXCELSIOR "A" SERIES 3 YEAR OLD 
COLTS & GELDINGS **1ST DIVISION** **POST TIME 6:10 PM**, 28.0, 
56.4, 1:25.3, 1:54.3, FT
1-Gaius Crastinus (c, 3, American Ideal--Biggest Big Bertha, by Little 
Steven) O-Marilee E Keene. B-Marilee E Keene. T-Tom Fanning. 
D-Scott Zeron, $7,500, Lifetime Record: 14-3-3-4, $49,838
2-Readysetletsroll (g, 3, American Ideal--Cheerful Outlook, by The 
Panderosa), $80,000 2014 LEX-SEL O-John U Augenbergs & Andris 
Lacis. B-Janice Connor & Michelle C Crawford. T-Neal Russo. D-Billy 
Dobson, $3,750
3-Major Legacy (c, 3, Art Major--Monique's Legacy, by Pacific Rocket)
O-Ubaudi-Gendreau Stables. B-Ubaudi-Gendreau Stables. T-G. Buzzy 
Sholty. D-George Brennan, $1,800
Calls: 1Q, 2, 1H, 2, H - Finish Order: Rocket J, Dow Joens, Zac And 
Forth

Replay unavailable

3, YR, $15,000, P, THE $60,000 EXCELSIOR "A" SERIES 3 YEAR OLD 
COLTS & GELDINGS **2ND DIVISION** **POST TIME: 6:20 PM**, 29.3, 
58.2, 1:26.1, 1:55.0, FT
1-Kj Erich (g, 3, Roll With Joe--Michelles Scooter, by Matt's Scooter)
O-Scott D Woogen & Brenda M Messenger & Philip W Shapiro. 
B-Scott D Woogen & Brenda M Messenger & Philip W Shapiro. 
T-Gary Messenger. D-Jim Morrill Jr, $7,500, Lifetime Record: 19-8-4-2, 
$56,468
2-Skip Jive (g, 3, Rock N Roll Heaven--Dancinwiththestarz, by Four 
Starzzz Shark) O-W Springtime Racing Stb & Shannon C Brott. B-W 
Springtime Racing Stb & Shannon C Brott. T-Dave Spagnola. 
D-Chris Lems, $3,750
3-Jk Onaroll (g, 3, Roll With Joe--Jk Songndance, by Life Sign)
O-Belle Amore Stable, PR. B-3 Brothers Stables. T-Meir Geller. 
D-George Brennan, $1,800
Calls: 1H, 2H, 1T, 2, T - Finish Order: Cenovis, Dateline Hanover, Ny 
Whitesox

Replay unavailable
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Friday's late Results:
1, YR, $15,000, P, THE $60,000 EXCELSIOR "A" SERIES 3 YEAR OLD 
COLTS & GELDINGS **3RD DIVISION**, 28.4, 58.1, 1:26.4, 1:54.3, FT
1-Brigadoon (g, 3, American Ideal--Armbro Agakhan, by Village 
Jiffy), $20,000 2014 SHS-HBG O-Dennis J & Simone H Noud. 
B-Barbara J Muschera. T-Monica Krist. D-Billy Dobson, $7,500, 
Lifetime Record: 18-6-4-5, $58,153
2-Red Roll (g, 3, Roll With Joe--Red Carpet Queen, by Western 
Hanover), $37,000 2014 SHS-HBG O-John O Sixt. B-Winbak Farm. 
T-Judith Blaun. D-Chris Lems, $3,750
3-Hash-tag Chrome (g, 3, American Ideal--Native Hanover, by The 
Panderosa) O-Matthew K Bencic & Peter F Barbato & Samuel Bova 
& Howard E Berke. B-Blue Chip Bloodstock Inc & Av & Son 
Bloodstock LLC. T-Sam Schillaci. D-Matt Kakaley, $1,800
Calls: 2, 2, 2, 2, 3H - Finish Order: Spendabuckonme, Richin Powerful, 
Cool Breeze De Vie, Combat

To watch the race replay click here

2, YR, $15,000, P, THE $60,000 EXCELSIOR "A" SERIES 3 YEAR OLD 
COLTS & GELDINGS **4TH DIVISION**, 28.1, 57.3, 1:26.0, 1:55.1, FT
1-Fresh Cut (c, 3, American Ideal--Flip For Love, by Riverboat King), 
$30,000 2014 LEX-SEL O-Bay Pond Racing Stable. B-Winbak Farm. 
T-Erv Miller. D-Brent Holland, $7,500, Lifetime Record: 16-5-0-3, 
$47,710

2-Here's The Scoop (c, 3, Village Jove--Siobhan, by Beach Towel), 
$8,000 2014 MORRIS O-William G Fisher & Howard A Taylor. 
B-Winbak Farm. T-Tracy Brainard. D-Jim Morrill Jr, $3,750
3-Acting Out (g, 3, Art Major--Shake That Junk, by Camluck), $25,000 
2014 SHS-HBG O-Michael H Simons & Christopher Giaccio & Albert 
P Abdala III. B-Fair Winds Farm Inc. T-Mike Simons. D-Matt Kakaley, 
$1,800
Calls: 11, 8, 6Q, 3Q, NK - Finish Order: No Shame Blue Chip, Cobra 
Joe, No Tears Blue Chip, Uncle Hal

To watch the race replay click here

6, YR, $45,000, P, F&M OPEN HANDICAP POST POSITIONS 1-8 
ASSIGNED, 27.3, 56.1, 1:24.0, 1:52.2, FT
1-Mach It A Par (m, 6, Mach Three--Taylorlane Action, by Village 
Jiffy) O-D'Elegance Stable Ix & Carmen Iannacone & T L P Stable & 
The Gandolfo Stables. B-Onlineharnessowner Com 17, CA. T-Richard 
Banca. D-Scott Zeron, $22,500, Lifetime Record: 61-23-11-9, 
$269,049
2-Al Raza N (m, 6, Gotta Go Cullect--Al Zahra, by Mach Three) 
O-Durazzano Stable LLC. B-W D & Mrs R W Keeler, NZ. T-Agostino 
Abbatiello. D-Eric Abbatiello, $11,250
3-Secrets Out N (m, 6, Mach Three--Holmes Town Girl, by Holmes 
Hanover) O-Andrew M Herzog. B-P J Creighton, NZ. T-Thomas Milici. 
D-Matt Kakaley, $5,400
Calls: 12H, 8T, 4H, 3T, 1T - Finish Order: Tessa Seelster, God Forbid N, 
Pasultimatedelite N, Lispatty, Krispy Apple

To watch the race replay click here

7, YR, $83,937, P, THE $167,874 HUGH GRANT PACE NEW YORK SIRE 
STAKES 3 YEAR OLD COLTS & GELDINGS **1ST DIVISION**, 28.2, 
58.0, 1:26.1, 1:53.4, FT
1-Roll Away Joe (g, 3, Roll With Joe--Chatelaine, by Western 
Hanover), $110,000 2014 SHS-HBG O-Howard A Taylor & Stephen 
W Demeter & Thomas A Lazzaro. B-Twinbrook Limited, CA. T-Tracy 
Brainard. D-Matt Kakaley, $41,968, Lifetime Record: 14-1-3-2, 
$66,596

2-Fine Diamond (c, 3, Rock N Roll Heaven--Yellow Diamond, by 
Western Terror), $50,000 2014 LEX-SEL O-Burke Racing Stable LLC 
& Weaver Bruscemi LLC & Lawrence R Karr & The Panhellenic Stb 
Corp. B-Steve Jones & Fair Winds Farm Inc. T-Ron Burke. D-George 
Brennan, $20,984
3-Missile J (g, 3, American Ideal--Cantor's Daughter, by Cambest), 
$100,000 2014 SHS-HBG O-Kj Stables LLC & Purple Haze Stables 
LLC. B-Blue Chip Bloodstock Inc & Av & Son Bloodstock LLC. 
T-Linda Toscano. D-Jim Morrill Jr, $10,072
Calls: 1H, 1T, 1T, 2, T - Finish Order: Manny, Nox Vegas Bluechip, 
Endeavor, Carlos Danger, Ideal Kiss

To watch the race replay click here

8, YR, $83,937, P, THE $167,874 HUGH GRANT PACE NEW YORK 
SIRE STAKES 3 YEAR OLD COLTS & GELDINGS **2ND DIVISION**, 
28.3, 58.2, 1:26.1, 1:55.1, FT
1-Artmagic (g, 3, Art Major--Sammy's Magic Girl, by Western 
Hanover), $70,000 2014 SHS-HBG O-Purple Haze Stables LLC. 
B-Hanover Shoe Farms Inc. T-Trond Smedshammer. D-George 
Brennan, $41,968, Lifetime Record: 13-3-3-3, $124,308

2-Craftship (c, 3, Art Major--Capri Hanover, by Western Ideal), 
$65,000 2014 LEX-SEL O-Crawford Partners, LLC & J Fodera N M 
Frank Stable & Joe Sbrocco & Craig W Henderson. B-Brittany Farms. 
T-Tony Alagna. D-Scott Zeron, $20,984
3-Autotune Hanover (c, 3, Art Major--Anderosa Hanover, by The 
Panderosa), $120,000 2014 SHS-HBG O-Rick D Phillips & Deena 
Rachel Frost & Peter Paul Venturini & Mark A Harder. B-Hanover 
Shoe Farms Inc. T-Mark Harder. D-Jim Morrill Jr, $10,072
Calls: 1H, 1T, 2, 1T, NK - Finish Order: Bottom Deals, Ideal Son, 
Beaches De Vie, Concur, Jk Heaven Sent

To watch the race replay click here
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RA CE RESULTS

9, YR, $22,000, P, F&M NON-WINNERS OF $20,000 IN LAST 5 
STARTS, 27.3, 56.3, 1:24.4, 1:52.4, FT
1-Sheeza Shark N (m, 6, Four Starzzz Shark--Altruistic, by Il Vicolo)
O-Bamq LLC. B-Jordash Breeding Trust, NZ. T-Mark Harder. D-Scott 
Zeron, $11,000, Lifetime Record: 46-14-9-5, $110,811
2-Dilly Dali (m, 4, Dali--Pansference, by The Panderosa), $8,000 2013 
HOOSIER O-Blindswitch Racing Stable & Dolne Farm Services LLC 
& Good Friends Racing Stb & Santo R Farina. B-Alvin L B Schwartz. 
T-Jose Godinez. D-Matt Kakaley, $5,500
3-Jonsie Jones (m, 9, Tulane--Happensallthetime, by Dangarvon), 
$2,800 2008 GRLAKES O-Lrl Racing LLC. B-Craig R Hurley. T-Amber 
Buter. D-Michael Merton, $2,640
Calls: 1H, 1H, 1H, 1H, 2 - Finish Order: Cherry Bliss, Carrickmannon N, 
Rockaround Sue, Request For Parole, Lyons Shadow

To watch the race replay click here

10, YR, $21,000, P, CLAIMING ALLOWANCE $40,000 / $50,000 
HANDICAP 3 YO 50%, 4 YO 25%, F&M 20%, 28.0, 56.1, 1:24.4, 1:52.2, FT

1-Fashion Delight (g, 8, Bettor's Delight--B J's Sunshine, by 
Artsplace), $35,000 2009 SHS-HBG O-Howard A Taylor. B-Blue Chip 
Bloodstock Inc. T-Thomas Milici. D-Brian Sears, $10,500, Lifetime 
Record: 133-31-20-11, $945,503
2-Panpero Firpo (h, 6, No Pan Intended--Pangoon, by The 
Panderosa) O-Bill Reepmeyer & Jackie Lynn Rousse. B-Peter Pan 
Stables Inc. T-Jackie Rousse. D-Matt Kakaley, $5,250
3-Gallant Seelster (g, 6, Stonebridge Regal--Gold Not Silver, by No 
Pan Intended), $14,000 2011 FOREST O-Allard Racing Inc, CA & 
Ameer Najor. B-Seelster Farms Inc, CA & Glengate Farms, CA & Ariel 
Stables, CA. T-Rene Allard. D-Scott Zeron, $2,520
Calls: 1T, 2, 1H, 1H, 2Q - Finish Order: Nassau County, Here We Go 
Again, Classiesistar N, Waco Bruiser, Justified

To watch the race replay click here

11, YR, $22,000, T, NON-WINNERS OF $20,000 IN LAST 5 STARTS, 
28.4, 59.2, 1:28.3, 1:57.1, FT
1-Money Maven (g, 7, Revenue S--The Raven, by Sierra Kosmos), 
$2,200 2010 NJ-CL O-Kapildeo Singh. B-Perretti Farms. T-Julie 
Miller. D-Brian Sears, $11,000, Lifetime Record: 139-20-29-13, 
$284,307
2-Long Story Short (g, 11, Keystone Nordic--Story Time, by Jurgy 
Hanover), $17,000 2006 GRLAKES O-Karen A Lamay. B-Karen G 
Greengard. T-Monica Krist. D-Billy Dobson, $5,500
3-Zooming (g, 8, Classic Photo--Merit Lane, by Lindy Lane), $15,000 
2009 LEX-SELO-Stephen E Oldford & Gene Oldford Farms LLC & 
Tyler L Buter. B-Brittany Farms. T-Amber Buter. D-Michael Merton, 
$2,640
Calls: 1H, 1T, 2, 2, 1 - Finish Order: Theraputic, Armor Hanover, Skates 
N Plates, Here Comes Numbers, A List Lindy, Sumatra

To watch the race replay click here

12, YR, $26,000, P, F&M NON-WINNERS OF $25,000 IN LAST 5 
STARTS, 28.4, 58.3, 1:26.2, 1:53.4, FT
1-Regil Elektra (m, 6, Mach Three--Top Time Notcher, by Topnotcher)
O-Fred Monteleone Stbl LLC. B-Bruce M Wagg, CA. T-Keith Armer. 
D-Brian Sears,$13,000, Lifetime Record: 92-27-18-6, $585,288
2-Carolsideal (m, 7, Western Ideal--Camcarol, by Cam's Card Shark)
O-Allard Racing Inc, CA & Yves Sarrazin, CA & Kapildeo Singh. 
B-Saddle Rock Stables. T-Rene Allard. D-Eric Carlson, $6,500
3-Know It All (m, 6, American Ideal--Canadian Culture, by 
Abercrombie), $10,000 2011 SHS-HBG O-Anthony M Crescio. 
B-White Birch Farm. T-Eric Abbatiello. D-Eric Abbatiello, $3,120
Calls: 1T, 2, H, 1, 1T - Finish Order: Lookout Stokk Zone, Sweetnsinful, 
Exhilarated, Cracker Coffee, Luck Be A Lindy

Replay unavailable at time of publication
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